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Abstract Depth information can beneﬁt various
computer vision tasks on both images and videos.
However, depth maps may suﬀer from invalid values
in many pixels, and also large holes. To improve such
data, we propose a joint self-supervised and referenceguided learning approach for depth inpainting. For
the self-supervised learning strategy, we introduce
an improved spatial convolutional sparse coding
module in which total variation regularization is
employed to enhance the structural information while
preserving edge information. This module alternately
learns a convolutional dictionary and sparse coding
from a corrupted depth map.
Then, both the
learned convolutional dictionary and sparse coding are
convolved to yield an initial depth map, which is
eﬀectively smoothed using local contextual information.
The reference-guided learning part is inspired by the
fact that adjacent pixels with close colors in the RGB
image tend to have similar depth values. We thus
construct a hierarchical joint bilateral ﬁlter module
using the corresponding color image to ﬁll in large holes.
In summary, our approach integrates a convolutional
sparse coding module to preserve local contextual
information and a hierarchical joint bilateral ﬁlter
module for ﬁlling using speciﬁc adjacent information.
Experimental results show that the proposed approach
works well for both invalid value restoration and large
hole inpainting.
Keywords depth inpainting; self-supervised learning;
reference-guided learning
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1

Introduction

Depth information has been successfully used in
many computer vision tasks in recent years, such
as scene understanding [1], augmented reality [2],
autonomous driving [3], and robotics [4]. However,
the acquisition of depth information heavily depends
on RGB-D sensors, e.g., Microsoft Kinect, Zed Stereo,
Intel RealSense, and Velodyne Lidar. Their output
usually suﬀers from missing or invalid values caused
by surface reﬂection or insuﬃcient illumination.
Preserving local contextual information throughout
the corrupted depth image itself and adding speciﬁc
adjacent information by considering relationships
between the pixel values in the color image can be
used to correct such problems. A crucial challenge
for depth inpainting is how to capture and unify
local contextual information and speciﬁc adjacent
information to improve correction.
There is a trend to utilize deep learning models [5–
11] to ﬁll depth maps due to their powerful feature
representation ability and ﬂexibility. A common
approach is to model an intermediate representation
such as dense surface normals and occlusion
boundaries. With the intermediate representation,
the corrupted depth map is ﬁlled in by integrating
contextual information and global optimization using
the raw depth maps and RGB images [5]. The depth
regression model [7] also performs well in calculating
full-resolution depth maps from sparse samples and
RGB images. Although these learning-based models
can work well, they can be impractical in real
applications, since annotating the required massive
training data is time-consuming and laborious.
Heuristic models [12–19] based on comprehensive
rules provide acceptable results for depth inpainting,
at acceptable cost. Edge-aware smoothing can be
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enhanced via a bilateral solver [16] that combines
the ﬂexibility and speed of ﬁltering. In Ref. [17],
a total generalized variation operation is adopted
as a global energy optimization strategy for depth
map completion. A low gradient regularization
method [18] can be adopted to ﬁll in the depth
map without a corresponding color image. These
heuristics do not require large amounts of data or
memory footprints. However, in the process of
depth map inpainting, they often neglect their depth
adjacency relationships and hierarchical relationships
between color image pixels, which may result in
poor performance. Therefore, it is necessary to
develop a model that can eﬀectively utilize contextual
information by self-supervised learning and fill in large
holes in a hierarchical reference-guided manner.
With these issues in mind, in this paper, we propose
to exploit a joint self-supervised and reference-guided
learning approach to ﬁll in the depth map. For selfsupervised learning, we propose an improved spatial
convolutional sparse coding module incorporating
the total variation (TV) regularization, the latter
being used to enhance structural information and
preserve edge information (as shown in Fig. 1). In
previous works, the conventional convolutional sparse
coding approaches rely on an alternating direction
multiplier minimization formulation in the Fourier
domain [20], which loses the connection to the patchbased processing paradigm and may constrain output
improvements. Therefore, our improved convolution
sparse coding is devoted to learning localization
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Fig. 1 Representative result using improved convolutional sparse
coding. Our method signiﬁcantly outperforms the LRL0φ algorithm
and preserves the edge structure.

strategies in the spatial domain. The pipeline of
the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 2, with two
modules: the convolutional sparse coding module and
the hierarchical joint bilateral ﬁlter module. In the
former, a convolutional dictionary and sparse coding
are learnt in a self-supervised manner. Note that
the convolutional dictionary and sparse coding are
alternately updated from a captured depth map in
the spatial domain. In this manner, the contextual
information of the depth map is eﬀectively preserved
and integrated through global optimization, which
generates intermediate depth maps step by step.
After that, the learned convolutional dictionary
and sparse coding are convolved to yield an initial
depth map, which is eﬀectively smoothed using

Fig. 2 Pipeline, consisting of two modules, performing convolutional sparse coding and hierarchical joint bilateral ﬁltering. Given a captured
depth map, iteratively obtain the initial depths by convolutional sparse coding. These are further ﬁlled via a hierarchical joint bilateral ﬁlter for
ﬁnal depth inpainting.

Joint self-supervised and reference-guided learning for depth inpainting
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local contextual information. The corresponding
hierarchical joint bilateral ﬁlter module is designed
using a reference-guided learning strategy. This
module takes the initial depth map and original RGB
image as input to progressively ﬁll in large holes in the
initial depth map: missing information in large holes
is ﬁlled successively by iterating from neighboring
pixels.
The main contributions of this paper are three-fold:
• a system that obtains an initial depth map by
self-supervised learning and further ﬁlls in the
initial depth map by guided hierarchically by
RGB values,
• an improved spatial convolutional sparse coding
module to enhance structural information and
preserve edge information for depth inpainting,
and
• experimental results showing that the proposed
approach both restores invalid values and inpaints
large holes well.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A
brief review of related work is presented in Section 2.
In Section 3, we present our proposed approach.
Section 4 tests our approach. Finally, the paper
is concluded in Section 5.

Extrinsic-information-based models can better
address large hole inpainting challenge than the
former group. Gong et al. [13] incorporated color
information for depth inpainting by extending the
inpainting model and the propagation strategy; an
edge-preserving guided ﬁlter served as a denoiser.
Chen et al. [22] proposed to improve the quality of the
depth map through a region growing method that ﬁlls
large holes using a bilateral ﬁlter. In Ref. [23], Qi et
al. developed a non-local ﬁltering scheme integrated
with conventional inpainting, which achieves a good
balance between depth and color information to
guarantee an accurate inpainting result. As an
extension to Refs. [22, 23], Matyunin et al. [24]
utilized the information about the motion and color
of objects from several consecutive frames. Ferstl et
al. [17] formulated a convex optimization problem via
higher-order regularization, which breaks limitations
in lateral resolution. Zhang and Funkhouser [5] took
the dense surface normal and occlusion boundary as
an intermediate representation, and combined raw
depth map and RGB image information to yield
a ﬁnal depth map via global optimization. These
models improve large hole inpainting, but still do
not provide ideal results as the introduced external
information is imperfect.

2

2.2

Related work

In this section, we present a brief literature review
related to depth map inpainting, depth reconstruction
from sparse samples, and convolutional sparse coding.
2.1

Depth map inpainting

Depth map inpainting methods can be roughly
categorized into two groups: intrinsic-informationbased and extrinsic-information-based. The models
in the ﬁrst group focus on ﬁlling missing depth values
through contextual information from the surrounding
pixels. Hornácek et al. [21] proposed a depth map
inpainting approach which identiﬁed and merged
patch correspondences within the input depth map
itself. In Ref. [18], Xue et al. proposed integrating low
gradient regularization and low rank regularization
into a single approach for depth inpainting. This can
reduce the penalty for gradients while penalizing nonzero gradients to allow for gradual depth changes.
In most cases, these models work well for depth
inpainting but are unsatisfactory when ﬁlling large
holes.

Depth reconstruction from sparse samples

Depth reconstruction from sparse samples aims to
predict depth values from the RGB image and
depth sparse samples. Hawe et al. [25] proposed to
reconstruct a dense disparity image with a conjugate
sub-gradient method by considering where disparity
maps are sparse in the Wavelet basis. Liu et
al. [26] proposed a model incorporating wavelet and
contourlet dictionaries to achieve better results.
In recent decades, the boom in deep learning has
also led to the development of depth reconstruction
methods. Uhrig et al. [27] presented a sparsity
invariant CNN architecture using partially normalized
convolutions on the input sparse depth image. Two
innovative improvements to that approach were
proposed by Ma et al. In Ref. [7], a deep regression
model is employed to compute full-resolution depth
maps from a sparse set of depth samples and RGB
images, while in Ref. [28], Ma et al. presented a
self-supervised training pipeline given sequences of
color and sparse depth images. Jaritz et al. [29]
learned sparse features through an encoder–decoder
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scheme without the need for an additional validity
mask. Cheng et al. [30] proposed a convolutional
spatial propagation network for depth prediction and
learned an aﬃnity matrix using a linear propagation
model and aﬃnity between neighboring pixels. Ku et
al. [31] designed a heuristic approach to highlight
the eﬀectiveness of crafted feature extraction that
produces dense depth information by using only
commonly available morphological operations.
2.3

Convolutional sparse coding

Convolutional sparse coding has been widely applied
in image processing and computer vision [20, 32–
37]. Zeiler et al. [32] proposed deconvolutional
networks that capture mid-level cues spontaneously
emerging from image data; this is one of the
earliest works based on a sparse coding convolutional
pipeline for the whole image. Bristow et al. [33]
proposed a fast algorithm that is designed upon
ideas from signal processing and augmented Lagrange
methods. The problem in the spatial domain is
transformed into a problem in the Fourier domain.
An optimization method is proposed in Ref. [34]
for solving convolutional sparse coding problems
and extending it to diﬀerent application domains.
In Ref. [20], Heide et al. proposed a fast and
ﬂexible convolutional sparse coding method that
easily merges proper boundary conditions and learns
features for an incomplete signal. Aﬀara et al. [38]
computed supervised convolution sparse coding in a
supervised dictionary learning manner. Papyan et
al. [39] exploited a slice-based dictionary learning
model that incorporates traditional patch-based local
and global structure.
Generally speaking, conventional sparse coding
approaches work in the Fourier domain, which
loses the connection to the patch-based processing
paradigm and so may constrain improvements in
the output. Therefore, inspired by Refs. [39, 40],
we propose an improved convolutional sparse coding
module for depth inpainting in the spatial domain.
TV regularization is introduced to enhance structural
information and preserve edge information.

3

Method

In this section, we present details of the method.
The proposed method involves two stages, an initial
depth calculation, then determining the ﬁnal depth

map. We ﬁrst brieﬂy overview the whole pipeline
and then present our model deﬁnition. Finally, we
discuss the convolutional sparse coding module and
the hierarchical joint bilateral ﬁlter module, in turn.
3.1

Overview

The overall pipeline is shown in Fig. 2, and contains
two modules: a convolutional sparse coding module
and a hierarchical joint bilateral ﬁltering module.
The convolutional sparse coding module focuses
on ﬁlling in small areas of invalid values to give
the initial depth map in a self-supervised learning
manner. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst learn a convolutional
dictionary and sparse coding from the corrupted
depth map; the dictionary and sparse coding are
alternately updated. The spatial sparse coding serves
as an importance weighting to combine the sparse
representations in the convolutional dictionary to
generate the initial depth map. Unlike conventional
sparse coding, in addition to learning the dictionary
and sparse coding, we incorporate TV regularization
to correct the depth map and preserve the local
contextual information and edge structures in the
spatial domain. TV correction is beneﬁcial for
generating adaptive and eﬃcient representations. The
hierarchical joint bilateral ﬁltering module ﬁlls large
holes in the initial depth map by a reference-guided
learning strategy. This module takes the original
RGB image as additional input, to introduce extrinsicinformation to progressively ﬁll in the depth map. In
this manner, the hierarchical joint bilateral ﬁlter can
guarantee structural consistency and neighborhood
consistency.
3.2
3.2.1

Model deﬁnition
Convolutional sparse coding

Assume x ∈ RN is a vectorized corrupted depth map
and B ∈ RN ×N indicates the corresponding binary
diagonal mask. B(n, n) = 0 indicates that the depth
value xn at location n is invalid, while B(n, n) = 1
indicates it is valid. The goal of depth inpainting
is to restore the invalid values in x. We propose to
adopt a convolutional sparse coding (CSC) model to
recover invalid values in the depth map. CSC can be
performed by solving the problem in Eq. (1):


2




1


dc ∗ zc  + λ
zc 1
min
x − B

{dc },{zc } 2 
c=1
c=1
C

C

2

s.t.

dc 22

 1,

∀c = 1, · · · , C

(1)
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where dc ∈ RM represents the vectorized 2D dictionary ﬁlter, zc ∈ RN is the vectorized feature map
corresponding to dc , and ∗ denotes one-dimensional
convolution. λ is a regularization parameter that
balances the data ﬁdelity term and the regularization
term.
3.2.2

Adding TV regularization

Essentially, Eq. (1) is a CSC pursuit task to ﬁnd the
feature representations {zc }C
c=1 , given the dictionary
ﬁlters {dc }C
.
To
enhance
structural information
c=1
and preserve edge information, we add a total
variation regularization term and reformulate Eq. (1)
as


2




1


dc ∗ zc  + λ
zc 1 +
min
x − B

{dc },{zc } 2 
c=1
c=1
C

β TV

C




C

2

dc ∗ zc

(2)

c=1

where TV is the total variation regularization (i.e., the
Euclidean norm of horizontal and vertical diﬀerences
in variables) and β is the regularization parameter.
Most CSC methods construct a global dictionary
DG ∈ RN ×N C as the concatenation of C banded
circulant matrices, where each matrix is a convolution
with a corresponding ﬁlter dc . By permuting its
columns, the global dictionary DG consists of all
shifted forms of a local dictionary DL ∈ RM ×C ,
containing the ﬁlters {dc }C
c=1 as its columns. The
global sparse coding Γ ∈ RN C represents the
interlaced concatenation of all feature maps {zc }C
c=1 .
Using the above formulation, Eq. (2) can be written
in an intuitive version:
1
2
min x − BDG Γ2 + λΓ1 + β TV(DG Γ) (3)
D,Γ 2
which is a global optimization problem. Generally
speaking, such global optimization problems are
complex and hard to solve in the Fourier domain,
so we convert it to a local optimization problem that
is solvable in the spatial domain instead:

3.3

λ

N


αn 1 + β TV(

n=1

PnT

N

n=1

N ×M

PnT DL αn )

N


B

m=1,m=n

2.

T
Pm
DL αm ) is the residual between

the corrupted depth map and the masked version
of the reconstructed depth. Now, Eq. (5) is a
basis pursuit problem, which can be solved in
parallel by block coordinate descent [40].
Update step for DL . Next, we ﬁx the needles
αn and update the local dictionary DL . The
objective can be formulated as


DL∗

2



1


= arg min x − B
PnT DL αn 

DL 2 
n=1
N

(6)

2

This can be solved using projected steepest
descent [40], in which the iterative solution
process can be formulated as DL = P1 [DL −
η∇DL ], where P1 [·] is a projection operator which
projects all atoms of dictionary DL to the unit
ball, and η is the step size. Deﬁning the restored
N


=
depth map as x

n=1

PnT DL αn , the gradient of

DL can be found using

2

∇ DL = −

N

n=1

(4)

where
∈ R
is the operator that positions
DL αn in the n-th location. The {αn ∈ RC }N
n=1 are
called needles that point to N non-overlapping C
dimensional local vector sets.

Inpainting via self-supervised learning

Equation (4) contains two group of variables,
{αn }N
n=1 and DL , so the objective function in Eq. (4)
is a non-convex constrained optimization problem.
Such a problem can be transformed into an alternative
solvable convex optimization problem: one group
of variables can be solved by ﬁxing another. In
particular, we ignore the TV term in Eq. (4) and
employ TV correction [41] to reﬁne the depth map by
a redundant Haar wavelet-based shrinkage estimate,
as follows:
1. Update step for αn . To optimize each αn
separately with a local strategy, we transform
Eq. (4) into Eq. (5), in which the local dictionary
DL is ﬁxed for ﬁnding the needles:
1
{αn∗ } = arg min Pn rn − Bn DL αn 22 + λαn 1
{αn } 2
(5)
T
where Bn = Pn BPn denotes the mask operator
of the corresponding n-th patch, and rn = (x −


2
N



1


DL∗ , {αn∗ } = arg min
PnT DL αn  +
x − B

DL ,{αn } 2 
n=1
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3.

T
 n
Pn B T (x − B x)α

(7)

TV correction. Once {αn }N
n=1 and DL have
been estimated, we apply TV correction to reﬁne
the restored depth map. The ﬁrst and the third
terms in Eq. (4) can not be equivalently solved
with Haar wavelets [42] since ﬁnding them is not
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a simple denoising optimization problem based
on TV regularization. Thus, we modify Eq. (4)
to turn it into a denoising optimization problem:
1
 ∗ = arg min x − (1 − B)x
 22 + βTV(x)

x
x
 2
(8)
where B is the transpose of B. We deﬁne y =
 and transform Eq. (8) to a simpler form:
x + Bx
1
 ∗ = arg min y − x
 22 + βTV(x)

x
(9)
x
 2
Using the Haar wavelet-based shrinkage
estimate [42], we can calculate a approximate
solution via
 ∗ = H(Sβ (HT (x)))

(10)
x
where Sβ (·) = sign(·)(|·| − β)+ is the elementwise soft-thresholding operator with threshold β.
H(·) is the Haar wavelet transform and HT (·) is
 ∗ is the result
the inverse wavelet transform. x
reﬁned by the TV correction operation.
3.4

Hierarchical RGB guided inpainting

As mentioned above, the convolutional sparse coding
module is capable of encoding contextual information
in a self-supervised manner. This module is a feasible
solution for obtaining the initial depth inpainting.
However, the output of the convolutional sparse
coding module is unsatisfactory when it encounters
large holes since the convolutional sparse coding
module is unable to mine enough information. Some
approaches overcome this dilemma by introducing
extrinsic information. Our approach is inspired by a

Fig. 3

joint bilateral ﬁlter (JBF) method, which takes RGB
color images as input to introducing spatial positions
and RGB color pixels as extrinsic information to
guarantee structural consistency and neighborhood
consistency. It formulates the process of calculating
 h as
the inpainted depth map x
 h (p) =
x

1  ∗
 (p)f (p, q)g(xrgb (p), xrgb (q))
x
kp q∈Ω

(11)
where p and q indicate coordinates from the set
of surrounding pixels Ω. kp is the number of corresponding non-zero depth values for the bilateral
 ∗ (p) and xrgb (p)
kernel centered on pixel p. x
represent the depth and RGB values corresponding
to pixel p, respectively. f (·) and g(·) are weight
distribution functions. Both are of the form:




−p − q22
(12)
2σ 2
However, this JBF may need a large bilateral kernel
to ﬁll a large hole and may fail if irrelevant RGB
color information disturbs the original depth value
at the current position. As a result, the inpainted
depth map may become over-smoothed or structurally
inconsistent with valid depth values. We propose a
hierarchical joint bilateral ﬁlter (HJBF) module to
address this issue, as shown in Fig. 2, which ﬁlls in
the depth map from the outside to the inside using
a small ﬁlter kernel K in a progressive manner. The
diﬀerence between JBF and HJBF is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 3.
w(p, q) = exp

JBF and HJBF. (a) The input depth image is ﬁlled all at once. (b) The input depth image is progressively ﬁlled multiple times.

Joint self-supervised and reference-guided learning for depth inpainting

We concisely present the overall process of our
approach in Algorithm 1.

4

Experiments

Several experiments were conducted to verify the
eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach on two depth
map datasets. We ﬁrst introduce the experimental
setting and benchmark against some existing models,
and then give a detailed discussion.
4.1
4.1.1

Experimental settings
Dataset and evaluation metric

We tested our approach on two public depth map
datasets: RMS-depth (rendered Middlebury stereo
depth) [18] and NYU-depth-v2 [43]. The RMS-depth
dataset is composed of 14 depth maps, including
Adirondack, Jadeplant, Motorcycle, Piano, Playtable,
Playroom, Recycle, Shelves, Teddy, Pipes, Vintage,
MotorcycleE, PianoL, and PlaytableP, used to build
corrupted depth maps including 14 with random gap
masks and 2 with textual masks. The NYU-depth-v2
dataset contains 1449 densely labeled pairs of aligned
RGB and depth images of size 427 × 561, comprising
464 indoor scenes taken with a Microsoft Kinect
camera, including 249 training and 215 testing scenes.
We randomly selected 100 pairs of aligned RGB and
depth images for testing and then directly conducted
experimental analysis on the realistic corrupted depth
maps in the NYU-depth-v2 dataset.
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All of the 100 paired images are employed with
four settings: (1) 50% random sampling, (2) 30%
random sampling, (3) 50% random sampling with a
single missing block of resolution 75 × 75, and (4)
50% random sampling with multiple missing blocks
of resolution 35 × 35.
To evaluate the quality of the proposed approach, we compared our approach to the LRL0φ
algorithm [18]. Using the NYU-depth-v2 dataset,
we compared our approach to six existing methods
which can be categorized into two groups: a heuristic
group containing GBF [44], JBF [44], FB [16], and
TGV [17], and the learning-based group containing
STD [7] and CSPN [30].
Following previous works [18, 29], in this paper, we
quantitatively evaluate four commonly used metrics.
Let y and y ∗ be the inpainted depth map and the
corresponding ground truth, respectively. ymax is the
maximum of y. P is the total number of pixels in the
depth map. yi and yi∗ are predicted and the ground
truth values, respectively. “card” is the cardinality
of a set and δi = 1.25, 1.252 , 1.253 . Metrics are
computed only on the missing area of the depth map.
Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is a widely used
objective standard to evaluate image quality. A
higher PNSR means greater similarity to the ground
truth, and is formulated as
2
P ymax
PSNR = 10 log10
(13)
y − y ∗ 22
Relative error (Rel), root mean squared error
(RMSE), log10 metric (Log10 ), and percentage
of predicted pixels δi reﬂect the reliability of
measurement. They are formulated as
1  y − y ∗ 1
(14)
Rel =
P y∈P
y∗
RMSE =

Log10 =

1
log10 (y) − log10 (y ∗ )1
P

card {yi : max{yi∗ /yi , yi /yi∗ } < δi
card({yi∗ })
Implementation and parameters

δi :
4.1.2

1 
 log y − log y ∗ 22
P y∈P

(15)

(16)
(17)

The proposed model was implemented using
MATLAB and experiments performed on a PC with
a 3.6 GHz Core i7 CPU with 16 GB memory. In
all experiments, we adopted a similar approach to
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Ref. [40], in which corrupted depth boundaries are
padded with M − 1 elements. At the end of the
process, the added padding is discarded by cropping
the M − 1 boundary elements from the restored
depths and the resulting feature maps. The number
of atoms in the convolutional dictionary was 81. The
regularization parameters λ and β were set to 0.01
and 1, respectively. We used a hierarchical ﬁlter
kernel K of size 7 × 7.
4.2

Eﬀectiveness

We conducted quantitative and qualitative experiments from two diﬀerent perspectives to verify the
eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach. One used
random sampling and textual patterns on the RMSdepth dataset, while the other used random sampling
and missing block inpainting on the NYU-depth-v2
dataset.
4.2.1

Random sampling and textual inpainting

PSNR results from the LRL0φ algorithm [18] and
our approach, using the RMS-depth dataset, are
presented in Table 1. In this comparison, we only
exploit the convolutional sparse coding module to
ﬁll in the depth maps as the invalid regions in the
dataset are only tiny holes. From Table 1, we see
that our approach is superior to the LRL0φ algorithm
for all depth maps. Some representative results on

Table 1
in bold

RMS-depth dataset results. The best result in each row is

Depth map

Mask type

PSNR
LRL0φ [18]

Ours

Adiron

rand

28.8292

34.0885

Jadepl

rand

22.8725

31.7512

Motor

rand

23.1480

27.4153

Piano

rand

19.6801

29.1735

Playt

rand

24.4886

27.8818

Playrm

rand

18.7681

29.2390

Recyc

rand

24.8112

29.3235

Shelvs

rand

16.2910

26.0736

Teddy

rand

20.8839

31.9977

Pipes

rand

23.6760

33.0160

Vintge

rand

24.2091

31.5469

MotorE

rand

23.3850

27.0653

PianoL

rand

21.4553

29.4708

PlaytP

rand

25.8008

32.8130

adi

text

29.2523

38.7530

ted

text

17.1101

34.2273

the RMS-depth dataset are shown in Fig. 4, with
close ups of local areas shown in Fig. 5. The ﬁgure
reveals that for edge denoising, the results of the
LRL0φ algorithm still have some residual noise, again
indicating that the LRL0φ algorithm is inferior to the
proposed approach. Similarly, for the text removal
cases, the LRL0φ algorithm cannot eliminate artifacts

Fig. 4 Representative results on various corrupted depth maps from the RMS-depth dataset. The ﬁrst four columns of the second row are
corrupted with 50% missing entries while the last two columns are corrupted with textual masks. (a) Ground truth. (b) Corrupted depth maps.
(c) Results using LRL0φ [18]. (d) Our results.
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Fig. 5

Representative results, close up. (a) Ground truth. (b) Results from LRL0φ . (c) Our results.

from text-corrupted depth maps, unlike the proposed
approach. Again, our approach is more eﬀective than
the LRL0φ algorithm.
This can be explained by the fact that the
proposed approach iteratively extracts the contextual
information from the corrupted depth maps in a selfsupervised manner. This preserves the contextual
information well and leads to impressive edge
denoising ability in the convolutional sparse coding
module. In particular, artifacts are avoided in
the textual elimination task since the contextual
information is so helpful. In summary, the proposed
approach works well both for edge denoising and
text removal, verifying the eﬀectiveness of the
convolutional sparse coding module in our approach.
4.2.2
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Random sampling and missing block inpainting

To verify the eﬀectiveness of inpainting a large hole
in the depth map, we conducted three diagnostic

experiments on NYU-depth-v2.
The ﬁrst experiment was conducted to verifying
the eﬀectiveness with random sampling. We present
results for six models on NYU-depth-v2 in Table 2
in which the ground-truth maps were 50% random
sampled. Similar results with 30% random sampling
Table 2 Depth map inpainting evaluation for various methods with
50% random sampling. The best and runner-up models in each row
are marked in bold and underlined, respectively
Method

Rel↓

Log10↓ RMSE↓

1.25↑

1.252↑

1.253↑

GBF [44]

0.5004

0.3020

1.3443

0.0004

0.0031

0.2581

STD [7]

0.9472

0.2872

2.4149

0.0107

0.0297

0.5341

CSPN [30]

0.1521

0.0609

0.4266

0.9503

0.9980

0.9996

FB [16]

0.4978

0.7523

1.3919

0.0335

0.0531

0.2758

JBF [44]

0.0053

0.0023

0.0473

0.9988

0.9999

1.0000

TGV [17]

0.0047

0.0020

0.0288

0.9998 1.0000 1.0000

0.0030 0.0013

0.0283

0.9996

Ours

1.0000 1.0000
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are presented in Table 3. From Table 2, we ﬁnd
that the proposed approach is superior to all other
models in terms of Rel, Log10 , RMSE, δi = 1.252 , and
δi = 1.253 , while slightly inferior to TGV in terms
of δi = 1.25. In Table 3, the proposed approach is
basically superior to other models for the ﬁrst three
and last metrics, while slightly inferior to TGV in
terms of δi = 1.25 and δi = 1.252 . This can be
interpreted as the powerful representations extracted
by convolutional sparse coding being beneﬁcial when
there is random sampling. Particularly, on comparing
Table 2 to Table 3, we ﬁnd our results with high
rate random sampling are better than with low
rate random sampling: the convolutional sparse
coding module in our approach works better given
more samples. Representative output is presented
in Fig. 6. The ﬁgure shows that GBF and FB
produce obvious artifacts while STD and CSPN oversmooth. In contrast, JBF, TGV, and our proposed
approach eﬀectively eliminate artifacts and avoid oversmoothing.
The second experiment aimed to assess the ability
of our approach to ﬁll large holes. Results for seven
models from NYU-depth-v2 are given in Table 4 in
which the ground-truth maps were 50% randomly
sampled with a 75 × 75 missing block. Representative
output is presented in Fig. 4. Table 4 shows that
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Table 3 Depth map inpainting evaluation for various methods with
30% random sampling. The best and runner-up models in each row
are marked in bold and underlined, respectively
Method

Rel↓

Log10↓ RMSE↓

1.25↑

1.252↑

1.253↑

GBF [44]

0.7002

0.5242

1.8724

0.0000

0.0000

0.0002

STD [7]

0.8460

0.2642

2.0600

0.0276

0.0701

0.8003

CSPN [30]

0.1264

0.0511

0.3579

0.9750

0.9984

0.9997

FB [16]

0.7190

1.6436

1.9480

0.0003

0.0026

0.0058

JBF [44]

0.0054

0.0023

0.0493

0.9987

0.9999

1.0000

TGV [17]

0.0062

0.0027

0.0423

0.9994 1.0000 1.0000

0.0039 0.0017

0.0384

0.9992

Ours

0.9999

1.0000

Table 4 Depth map inpainting evaluation for various methods with
50% random sampling and 75 × 75 missing block. The best and
runner-up models in each row are marked in bold and underlined,
respectively
Method

Rel↓

Log10↓ RMSE↓

1.25↑

1.252↑

1.253↑

GBF [44]

0.5215

0.4962

1.4473

0.0009

0.0034

0.2394

STD [7]

0.9395

0.2854

2.4108

0.0100

0.0320

0.5566

CSPN [30]

0.1521

0.0608

0.4271

0.9501

0.9980

0.9996

FB [16]

0.5479

1.3399

1.5544

0.0023

0.0156

0.2131

JBF [44]

0.0314

0.0132

0.1668

0.9811

0.9971

0.9994

TGV [17]

0.0248

0.0153

0.3473

0.9615

0.9694

0.9794

0.0047 0.0020

0.0583

0.9980 0.9995 0.9998

Ours

our approach is promising, due to the hierarchical
ﬁlter taking the RGB image as additional input and
ﬁlling the depth map from the outside to the inside,

Fig. 6 Representative results for various approaches using corrupted depth maps from the NYU-depth-v2 dataset. The ﬁrst three rows use
50% random sampling while the last three use 30% random sampling. (a) RGB image, (b) ground truth, (c) corrupted depth map, (d) GBF,
(e) JBF, (f) TGV, (g) FB, (h) CSPN, (i) STD, (j) our results.
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which eﬀectively extracts and integrates extrinsic
information from neighboring pixels.
From the ﬁgure, we ﬁnd that JBF results are too
smooth when the depth map contains large holes
while TGV fails. Our method achieves the best visual
eﬀect while maintaining the original depth structure.
To verify the ability of our approach to process
multiple holes, we conducted the third experiment
on NYU-depth-v2. Results from seven models are
presented in Table 5 in which the ground-truth maps
were 50% randomly sampled, with multiple 35 × 35
missing blocks. Representative output is presented
in Fig. 7. The proposed approach is superior to all
others in all metrics in Table 5. Our small ﬁlter
kernel with a hierarchical ﬁlling strategy is capable of
dealing with holes at various scales. This is consistent
with the output illustrated in Fig. 7.
4.2.3

Realistic depth inpainting

To explore the utility of our approach for realistic
corrupted depth maps, we qualitatively conducted an
experimental comparison and exhibit the inpainted
results for such depth maps in Fig. 8. We see that
our approach results in better contextual information
and edge structures than the others. To sum up,
these experimental results, on both simulated and
realistic depth maps, demonstrate the ﬂexibility and
adaptability of the proposed approach.
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Table 5 Depth map inpainting evaluation for various methods with
50% random sampling and multiple 35 × 35 missing blocks. The best
and runner-up models in each row are marked in bold and underlined,
respectively
Method

Rel↓

Log10↓ RMSE↓

1.25↑

1.252↑

1.253↑

GBF [44]

0.5213

0.3343

1.4274

0.0004

0.0029

0.2308

STD [7]

0.9414

0.2859

2.4002

0.0100

0.0294

0.5614

CSPN [30]

0.1521

0.0608

0.4271

0.9503

0.9980

0.9996

FB [16]

0.5468

1.3112

1.5355

0.0022

0.0152

0.1937

JBF [44]

0.0231

0.0097

0.1346

0.9878

0.9982

0.9997

TGV [17]

0.0200

0.0112

0.2803

0.9670

0.9795

0.9891

0.0040 0.0017

0.0447

0.9990 0.9998 0.9999

Ours

4.3

Analysis

We start by analyzing the hierarchical kernel size
and then present an ablation study for the TV
regularization. Finally, we consider the running time
of our approach and a baseline model.
4.3.1

Impact of hierarchical ﬁlter kernel

We analyzed the size of the hierarchical ﬁlter kernel K
to ﬁnd the best choice. Curves of Rel and Log10 are
shown in the ﬁrst two columns of Fig. 9: the overall
quality of our approach monotonically decreases as
K increases. We can conclude that the smaller K is,
the better. To analyze speed, we present the runtime
curves in the last column of Fig. 9. When K has size
in the range of [7, 13], the runtime is relatively fast,

Fig. 7 Representative results for various approaches using corrupted depth maps from the NYU-depth-v2 dataset. The ﬁrst three rows use
50% random sampling with a single 75 × 75 mask while the last three rows use 50% random sampling with multiple 35 × 35 masks. (a) RGB
image, (b) ground truth, (c) corrupted depth map, (d) GBF, (e) JBF, (f) TGV, (g) FB, (h) CSPN, (i) STD, (j) our results.
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Fig. 8 Representative results for various approaches using corrupted depth maps from the NYU-depth-v2 dataset. (a) RGB image, (b)
corrupted depth map, (c) GBF, (d) JBF, (e) TGV, (f) FB, (g) CSPN, (h) STD, (i) our results.

Fig. 9 Quality and runtime for diﬀerent sizes of hierarchical ﬁlter kernel K. Above: Rel, Log10 , and runtime for diﬀerent K on corrupted
depth maps with 50% random sampling and a single 75 × 75 missing block. Below: Rel, Log10 , and runtime on a corrupted depth map with
multiple 35 × 35 missing blocks.

but outside this range leads to higher computational
cost. Overall, we set use a 7 × 7 kernel as the best
speed-accuracy trade-oﬀ.
4.3.2

Impact of TV regularization

The performance of our approach with/without TV
regularization in four diﬀerent mask types on NYUdepth-v2 dataset is presented in Table 6. From this

table, we ﬁnd that in all four mask type, the models
with TV regularization achieves a better performance
in all terms of metrics. This veriﬁes the eﬀectiveness
of the TV regularization.
4.3.3

Speed

We also compared the running time of our approach
to a baseline model, consisting of standard CSC and
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Table 6
bold

Our model with and without TV regularization using simulated corrupted depth maps. The best results in each row are marked in

Mask type

Rel↓

Log10↓

Our w/o TV

0.0031

0.0013

0.0303

Ours

0.0030

0.0013

0.0283

Method

50% random sampling
30% random sampling
50% random sampling with
single 75 × 75 missing block
50% random sampling with
multiple 35 × 35 missing blocks

Table 7

1.252↑

1.253↑

0.9995

0.9999

1.0000

0.9996

1.0000

1.0000

1.25↑

0.0041

0.0018

0.0421

0.9990

0.9998

1.0000

Ours

0.0039

0.0017

0.0384

0.9992

0.9999

1.0000

Our w/o TV

0.0048

0.0021

0.0635

0.9979

0.9994

0.9997

Ours

0.0047

0.0020

0.0583

0.9981

0.9995

0.9998

Our w/o TV
Ours

0.0041

0.0018

0.0479

0.9988

0.9997

0.9999

0.0040

0.0017

0.0447

0.9990

0.9998

0.9999

Average running time for corrupted depth maps

Mask type

RMSE↓

Our w/o TV

HJBF. Table 7 provides results for realistic corrupted
depth maps of test scenes from the NYU-depthv2 dataset. We can see that the running time of
our approach basically is unchanged from that of
the baseline model. The time for TV correction is
negligible.

Running time (s)

process. Experimental results show that the proposed
approach achieves strong depth inpainting results.
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Conclusions

Existing depth inpainting approaches may suﬀer from
poor performance in the presence of invalid values
and large holes. To alleviate these issues, we propose
a joint self-supervised and reference-guided learning
approach for depth inpainting. In this approach,
we ﬁrst leverage an improved convolutional sparse
coding operation based on self-supervised learning to
ﬁll in the corrupted depth map. TV regularization
is employed to enhance structural information and
preserve edge information. In this operation, the
initial depth map is generated by alternately learning
the convolutional dictionary and sparse coding. Then,
the initial depth map is reﬁned by a hierarchical joint
bilateral ﬁlter in a reference-guided learning manner.
In this manner, the local contextual information
and speciﬁc adjacent information can be eﬀectively
extracted and integrated into the depth inpainting
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